FINANCE COMMITTEE
OF BOARD OF A & T
June 25, 2009 AT 6:30 P.M.
CITY HALL – ROOM 104

Type of meeting: REGULAR

AGENDA

1. CALL TO ORDER

2. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

3. MINUTES FOR APPROVAL FOR REGULAR MEETING ON JUNE 11, 2009

4. NEW BUSINESS:
   OPEN BID# 29-95-LONG HILL SCHOOL RENOV. PROJECT-IRRIGATION
   OPEN BID#29-96-LONG HILL SCHOOL RENOV. PROJECT-FENCING
   OPEN BID#29-97-LONG HILL SCHOOL RENOV. PROJECT-PLANTING
   OPEN BID#29-98-LONG HILL SCHOOL RENOV. PROJECT-FIELD FINISHING
   OPEN BID#29-99-LONG HILL SCHOOL RENOV. PROJECT-EARTH WORK
   OPEN BID#30-00-LONG HILL SCHOOL RENOV. PROJECT-RETAINING WALL
   OPEN BID#30-01-S.H.S. DOOR REPLACEMENTS BD/ED

5. ADJOURNMENT